How to construct ray class fields ?
It is well known that ray class fields of an imaginary quadratic field are generated by special values of j-function, Weber function, Weierstrass σ-function or Siegel function. It is difficult to construct ray class fields of a real quadratic field. We have no definite methods. We know two trials.
Stark Units
still conjectual often gives correct ray class field
Torsion Points of Abelian Varieties
Few examles Potential ability Ray Class Field
k(a n ) : ray class field Is there a systematic construction of k(a n ) ?
Known Results and Questions
: wt 2, level p, nebentype ψ normalized common eign form of all Hecke op.
Theorem
Assume that ε 2 ≡ 1 (mod 9), a ≡ ± 1 (mod 9) and there exists a prime number ℓ which splits in k(E 3 ) and satisfies one of the following conditions:
(1) ℓ ≡ 1 (mod 27) and a ℓ ≡ 11 (mod 27), (2) ℓ ≡ 10 (mod 27) and a ℓ ≡ −7 (mod 27), (3) ℓ ≡ 19 (mod 27) and a ℓ ≡ 2 (mod 27).
Then we have k(a 2 ) ⊂ k(E 9 ).
When p = 109 and 997, we have k(a 2 ) ⊂ k(E 9 ) with p = 109, E : y 
